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she poses in black gown at star-
studded Turtle Ball
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A cavalcade of showbiz figures paraded across the green carpet the fourth annual 
Turtle Ball when the Turtle Conservancy threw it in New York City on Monday.

Among them was Drew Barrymore, who offered up her signature glowing smile while 
posing in a flowing dress with starry white patterns speckled across a black field.

Gaps had been carved out of the dress at the shoulders, and it was hemmed shortly 
above the ankle, giving a full view of her ankle-strap stilettos.
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Star-studded: A cavalcade of showbiz figures including Drew Barrymore stomped green
carpet the fourth annual Turtle Ball when the Turtle Conservancy threw it on Monday

The 42-year-old scion of the Barrymore acting family - that of Lionel, Ethel and John -
let her lightly wavy hair tumble down about a pair of green earrings.

Naomi Watts was radiant as ever, having turned up to the event in an off white dress
that draped about her enviably svelte figure as she stood for the cameras.
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The pleated number featured a sharp collar with double-red lines bordering it, as
well as a stretch of frilly fabric sloping across her bust and about her shoulders.

Glamorous in New York: Drew offered up her signature glowing smile while posing in a flowing
dress with starry white patterns speckled across a black field
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Obscuring the jewelry: The 42-year-old scion of the Barrymore acting family - that of Lionel,
Ethel and John - let her lightly wavy hair tumble free about a pair of green earrings

Standing on a pair of white high-heeled shoes, she got in a bit of posing beside
Fisher Stevens, who cut a dapper figure in a brown hat, navy suit and scarlet tie.

Edward Norton had rolled up the sleeves of his pale blue dress shirt to showcase his
toned forearms, and shoved a hand into the pocket of his charcoal slacks.

His top button had been undone, and he posed alongside his black-cocktail-dress-
clad film producer wife Shauna Robertson, whom he'd married in 2012.
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Emphasis: Naomi Watts was radiant as ever, having turned up to the event in an off white dress
that draped about her enviably svelte figure as she stood for the cameras

Dapper duo: Standing on a pair of white high-heeled shoes, she got in a bit of posing beside
Fisher Stevens, who cut a stylish figure in a brown hat, navy suit and scarlet tie
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New York chic: Rashida Jones had slid on a stylish dress that'd got black and white designs
streaked across a zaffre field and was cinched in to emphasize her hourglass frame

Rashida Jones had slid on a stylish dress that'd got black and white designs streaked
across a zaffre field and was cinched in to emphasize her hourglass frame.

Famke Janssen had flung a sheer black crop top over her gleaming black mini-dress,
which was spattered with various silver shapes and hemmed above the knee.

Cheryl Hines offered up a bit of cleavage in a sleeveless black knee-length dress
that'd got quite a lot of sheen, contrasting it against nude stilettos.
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The look of love: Mark Ruffalo trod the green carpet alongside Sunrise Coigny, whom he'd
married back in 2000, and the pair of them smiled affectionately at each other on camera
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A touch of grey: The 49-year-old's deep purple suit clashed elegantly against his blue shirt,
which he'd worn with a midnight blue tie 
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Arms about each other: Meanwhile, 44-year-old Sunrise had got on a pearl grey sleeveless top
with a floor-length beige skirt, plus a cream sash wound about her waistline

She stood for photos alongside her besuited husband Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., son of
the iconic late former Attorney General and 1968 presidential candidate.

Mark Ruffalo trod the green carpet alongside Sunrise Coigny, whom he'd married
back in 2000, and the pair of them smiled lovingly at each other on camera.

The 49-year-old's deep purple suit clashed elegantly against his blue shirt, which
he'd worn with a midnight blue tie and a pair of walnut brown shoes.
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A half-decade on: Edward Norton posed alongside his black-cocktail-dress-clad film producer
wife Shauna Robertson, whom he'd married in 2012
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Adding layers: Famke Janssen had flung a sheer black crop top over her gleaming black mini-
dress, which was spattered with various silver shapes and hemmed above the knee

Meanwhile, 44-year-old Sunrise had got on a pearl grey sleeveless top with a floor-
length beige skirt, plus a cream sash wound about her waistline.

Sarah Silverman kept her wardrobe choices relaxed, folding up the cuffs of her plaid
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shirt over the cuffs of the grey hoodie she'd flung on top of it.

Black stockings spilled into a pair of black leather boots, and the iconic stand-up
comedian had slid on a pair of slightly faded denim shorts.

Dash of glitz: Gina Gershon had worn a black top with a plunging V-neck, plus a walnut brown
leather jacket and flowing black slacks tumbling over gold-colored shoes
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Smiling ear to ear: Sarah Silverman kept her wardrobe choices relaxed, folding up the cuffs of
her plaid shirt over the cuffs of the grey hoodie she'd flung on top of it
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The look: Black stockings spilled into a pair of black leather boots, and the iconic stand-up
comedian had slid on a pair of slightly faded denim shorts

Gina Gershon had worn a black top with a plunging V-neck, plus a walnut brown
leather jacket and flowing black slacks tumbling over gold-colored shoes.

Harvey Keitel, in a black suit over a midnight blue dress shirt, stood alongside his
colorfully dressed wife Daphna Kastner, whom he's been married to since 2001.

Her curly hair tumbled freely over her shoulders, and she'd accessorized with a black
and silver clutch, balancing on a nude pair of high-heeled shoes.
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Married since 2014: Cheryl Hines offered up a bit of cleavage in a sleeveless black knee-length
dress as she stood with her husband Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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Together 16 years on: Harvey Keitel, in a black suit over a midnight blue dress shirt, stood
alongside his colorfully dressed wife Daphna Kastner, whom he's been married to since 2001
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